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a b s t r a c t 

This paper describes a new fare-reward scheme for managing a commuter’s departure time 

choice in a rail transit bottleneck, which aims to incentivize a shift in departure time to 

the shoulder periods of the peak hours to relieve queuing congestion at transit stations. 

A framework of the rail transit bottleneck is provided and the user equilibrium with a 

uniform-fare and the social optimum with service run-dependent fares are determined. A 

fare-reward scheme (FRS) is then introduced that rewards a commuter with one free trip 

during shoulder periods after a certain number of paid trips during the peak hours. For a 

given number of peak-hour commuters and ex-ante uniform fare, the FRS determines the 

free fare intervals and the reward ratio (the ratio of the free trips to the total number of 

trips, which is equivalent to the ratio of the number of rewarded commuters to the total 

number of commuters on each day during the peak hours). The new fare under the FRS 

is determined so that the transit operator’s revenue remains unchanged before and after 

introducing the FRS. Our study indicates that, depending on the original fare, FRS results 

in an optimal reward ratio up to 50% and yields a reduction of system total time costs and 

average equilibrium trip costs by at least 25% and 20%, respectively. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Since Vickrey’s bottleneck model ( Vickrey, 1969 ), there has been a substantial stream of development of research in this 

area ( Arnott et al., 1990; Laih, 2004; Lindsey et al., 2012 ), and various extensions and applications such as elastic demand 

and general queuing networks were made ( Braid, 1989; Arnott et al., 1993; Yang and Meng, 1998 ). While research up to 

date has been overwhelmingly focused on the road traffic, a few studies were devoted to the peak-hour congestion in 

public transportation, where a bottleneck occurs when passenger demand exceeds transit service capacity. 

Existing studies on transit bottleneck and queuing congestion are generally concerned with transit capacity choice, 

scheduling and fare pricing. Unlike road traffic management, transit authorities usually adjust service frequency to accommo- 

date variable passenger demand, which affects both service capacity and passenger waiting time (service quality). Notably, 

applying the bottleneck model in mass transit, Kraus and Yoshida (2002) considered optimal fare and service frequency to 

minimize long-term system costs. 

Various fare pricing schemes have been considered for transit services in practice such as time-based differential pricing 

that involves peak-fare charging, off-peak discounting and combinations. Pilot programs and temporal fare regulations are 
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Fig. 1. The transit bottleneck in the peak period. 

conducted worldwide. For instance, implementation of temporally differential fares in Taipei reveals that metro riders are 

indeed sensitive to fares, especially peak-hour surcharges ( Lan et al., 2010 ). Metropolitan areas such as Washington DC and 

London introduced time-based fares. In the case of the metro rail service in Washington DC, a peak fare is combined with 

a distance-based fare. While a peak surcharge acts as a penalty for commuters during rush hours, rewarding offers an 

endogenous and incentive-compatible strategy for morning commute rationing. Note that, free fare is the largest discount 

for off-peak commuters. In the case of the ‘Early Bird’ scheme in Melbourne, commuters enjoy free travel to the central 

business district if they finish their trips before 7 a.m.; it was observed that 23% of the off-peak ridership was made by the 

commuters who shift from the rush-hour period ( Currie, 2010 ). A similar peak avoidance experiment in The Netherlands 

was implemented by rewarding commuters for travelling off-peak to reduce peak-hour ridership ( Peer et al., 2016 ). 

A major consideration of the above demand management is to offer monetary compensation or other incentives at the 

expense of the government or the transit operator. The fare-free adoption for off-peak hours in Mercer County, New Jersey 

led to a reported loss of around one-quarter of revenue ( Perone, 2002 ) and as a result, the scheme was abolished. With 

limited sources of funding, governments or transit authorities would rather charge a high fare to passengers than lose rev- 

enue. In addition, the above fare-free strategy also results in excessive off-peak ridership with the majority coming from 

untargeted passengers who would otherwise travel by other modes such as walking or bicycling. 

To address the issues associated with the aforementioned demand management strategies for peak-hour transit oper- 

ation; this paper introduces a controlled free fare reward scheme (FRS). Under the proposed FRS scheme, a commuter is 

rewarded with one free trip during pre-specified shoulder periods after taking a certain number of paid trips during the 

peak hours. Implementation of such a FRS is straightforward with the current smart card systems. The planner can deter- 

mine the rewarding ratio and periods to minimize commuters’ trip costs and to control the number of free trip commuters, 

namely, a certain proportion of commuters will be induced to shift their departure times and thus passenger flow conges- 

tion at the transit bottleneck will be smoothed out over time. Furthermore, the FRS scheme creates a win-win situation 

for both commuters and the transit operator. Commuters enjoy reduced travel time without paying more on average. In 

the meantime, the operator’s revenue remains intact, which is in the same spirit of the ‘revenue-neutral’ traffic conges- 

tion management schemes in the literature, such as the Pareto-improving congestion pricing and revenue-refunding scheme 

( Guo and Yang, 2010 ) and the tradable credit scheme ( Yang and Wang, 2011; Xiao et al., 2013; Nie and Yin, 2013 ). 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the framework of the urban rail transit bottleneck model with 

batch arrivals at stations and the problems of user equilibrium with a uniform fare and the social optimum with service run- 

dependent fares. Section 3 develops the fare-reward scheme model within the framework of the transit bottleneck and seeks 

the optimal rewarding ratio and periods to minimize the total commuting costs. Section 4 assesses the system performance 

under the FRS in comparison with the original bottleneck situation. Sensitivity analysis of the results is conducted with 

respect to the initial system configuration and assumptions. Conclusions and further development are provided in Section 5 . 

2. The transit bottleneck model in the absence of FRS 

2.1. Problem settings 

Table 1 summarizes the parameters, variables and abbreviations used in this paper to describe the transit bottleneck and 

fare-reward scheme. The symbols are also explained in the text. 

Consider a single origin and destination connected by an urban rail line where each train is running with capacity s and 

headway h . Suppose a bottleneck occurs in peak hours, as shown in Fig. 1 . During the peak hours, a given total number of 

N commuters travel with M uniformly spaced service runs through the bottleneck. All trains passing through the bottleneck 

are indexed such that the service run 1 is the first train and M is the last train through the bottleneck. Departure time of 

each service run is denoted by t m 

, m = 1, 2, ..., M . The peak period lasts for L = ( M − 1) h . 

Individual commuters are assumed to have an identical work starting time t ∗. The service run scheduled before or at 

work starting time is labeled as m̄ , namely 0 ≤ t ∗ − t m̄ 

< h . Like the road bottleneck model and without loss of generality, 

commuters arrive at the transit station immediately upon their departing from home, and in-transit time is ignored so that 

commuter’s arrival time at work is the train’s departure time. 

In this case, a passenger who takes a service run labeled as m encounters a fare cost p ( m ), a queuing time q ( m ), a 

schedule delay e ( m ) if they arrive at work early or l ( m ) if they arrive late, all of which are functions of the service run m 
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